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Tesla Bull Booking Big Gains
A bullish position in Tesla is paying off for Mark Asset Man-

agement.
The New York firm, led by Morris Mark, saw its long/short 

Mark Partners fund gain 39.7% over the first half of 2020. 
Meanwhile, its Mark Long Only composite was up 24.2%.

While it’s unclear how much Tesla contributed to those 
gains, Mark Asset Management surely benefited from a mas-
sive rise in the electric-vehicle maker’s shares. After hitting a 
recent low of $185.16 on May 31, 2019, Tesla’s stock climbed 
to $414.70 at yearend and continued to an all-time high of 
$1,429.50 on July 7 amid favorable deliveries.

Along the way, Tesla founder Elon Musk drew attention for 
taunting David Einhorn of Greenlight Capital over a short bet 
that caused losses for the firm.

Mark Asset Management, meanwhile, counts Tesla among 
its biggest long positions along with Amazon, Microsoft and 
Apple, each of which also is up for the year. Its first-half gains 
likely reflected short positions in companies hurt by the coro-
navirus crisis as well.

Morris Mark started Mark Asset Management in 1985, hav-
ing formerly worked at Goldman Sachs. Since inception, Mark 
Partners has delivered an annualized gain around 13%. It was 
up 17% in 2019.

Mark Asset Management was running $547 million on May 
31. 
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Pandemic Dramatically Hobbles Launches � e coronavirus pandemic could leave 2020 with the smallest number of new 
hedge fund operators in at least 10 years — and perhaps 20.

It’s a disappointing turn for a beleaguered industry that started the year with 
an unusually robust number of portfolio managers and trading teams preparing 
to launch. But data analysis and interviews with industry sources show this year is 
likely to be a lost one for many that had been hoping to start doing business with 
anything more than friends-and-family capital.A Hedge Fund Alert analysis of SEC � lings suggests that there were already fewer 
new hedge fund launches in the � rst six months of the year than at any time during 
the same period in the past decade.Drawn from Intelligize data of initial hedge fund Form D documents submitted 
to the SEC, the � gures show that there were just 840 such � lings in the � rst half of the 
year, the lowest since at least 2010, the � rst full year Form Ds could be � led electroni-
cally. Form D � lings overstate the actual number of launches, but their trends closely See LAUNCHES on Page 9Jobs Family Offi ce Backing ESG Vehicle� e multi-billion-dollar investment � rm that manages the fortune of the late 

Steve Jobs and his widow is backing a new hedge fund that applies environmental, 
social and governance principles to selecting stocks.Emerson Collective, a Palo Alto, Calif., for-pro� t philanthropic family o�  ce run by 
Laurene Powell Jobs, has written a $50 million check to Brahman Capital of New York 
for what appears to be Brahman’s � rst such ESG fund. � e vehicle, Brahman Partners 
5, started trading in June with Emerson Collective as its sole outside investor.

Details about the fund are unclear, but Brahman evidently decided to test the 
ESG waters a� er standout performances in its conventional long/short equity funds 
this year. � e calculus in backing such strategies is becoming clearer in the eyes 
of a number of hedge fund investors, too. ESG-guided long bets on renewable-
energy sources and short stakes against legacy fossil fuel producers, for instance, 

See VEHICLE on Page 10New Firm Touting Infrastructure-Debt TokensA New York startup is developing an auction and trading service that promises 
to make infrastructure loans available to a broader set of investors, including hedge 
fund operators.

� e � rm, Pontoro, aims to o� er an initial loan pool in the vicinity of $300 million 
to $500 million during the � rst half of 2021. Its goal is to complete at least $20 bil-
lion of such trades within � ve years.Infrastructure loans, which o� en total hundreds of millions of dollars and at 
times can surpass $1 billion, typically are syndicated by banks among narrow 
groups of large buyers including pension systems and sovereign wealth funds. Pon-
toro proposes to break them into smaller amounts that would allow participation by 
small and mid-size investors while preserving the banks’ roles as originators.

Here’s how: � e � rm would o� er blockchain-based tokens that would represent
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Quantitative giant Two Sigma has rehired Akshay Kashyap as a managing direc-tor. His duties are unknown. Since 2015, Kashyap had been at Engineers Gate, where he ran a systematic portfolio along-side Shashi Borade. Kashyap worked at Two Sigma just before joining Engineers. His departure came a� er founder Glenn Dubin withdrew his capital and le�  the � rm on Jan. 31 amid continuing attention to his association with disgraced � nancier Jeffrey Epstein. Dubin denied his depar-ture was linked to the scrutiny. Around the same time, Engineer’s largest investor, Canada Pension Plan, withdrew its entire stake, Bloomberg reported, because of concerns about Epstein and declining returns. Blackstone absorbed all of the pension’s position.
Citadel equity unit Surveyor Capital hired two analysts as senior associates in June. London-based Joseph Bradley arrived 
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